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Abstract: The smart health informatics system give data about health, compilation, analyses and generation also provide secure data for system development and safe policy. Health informatics system in relies upon quality, cost and efficiency of healthcare system. The smart health informatics system has positive influences on health but some failures and difficulties are there, that need to concern in future research. For better coordinate of Healthcare the smart health informatics system consider as an important component. This system emphasis on proper transmission, retrieval, generation and storage of health data. A good decision making is necessary for making a relevant, timely health and accurate smart health informatics system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The healthcare services benefits that are give the administrations to treatment, determination, and anticipation structure sicknesses and constrained by the great supervisory crew can be consider as smart health care [1][2]. By interfacing human services with information technology this sort of framework give information to tolerant whenever or wherever. Advanced change is essential in brilliant smart health field. Smart wellbeing consolidated with a comprehensively flexible clinical data document that is determinedly eHealth benchmarks steady, offers an extent of off-the-rack meandering thought and the other open and private eHealth frameworks associated with it [3].

The smart health care informatics system provides many functions like compilation, communication, data generation, analysis and synthesis of data. It is very necessary to provide a proper transmission, retrieval, generation and storage of health data. For smart health care informatics system a good decision making required relevant, on time and accurate information [4][5].

Due to tremendous enhancement of population the previous healthcare system cannot accommodate the need of every one. The medical services cannot afford and approach by everyone because of cutting-edge technologies and having excellent infrastructure. The main aim of smart health care informatics system is to provide education about their health status and keep them aware about their health issues [6].

For any government health is a major issue on which they should concern. In past few years the studies about healthcare system are developed and researches shows their keen interest to developing an efficient and accurate informatics system [7].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the old period the medical history of any patient is recorded on paper. Since it was straightforward for utilizing, it was solid and the cost was low. At the point when the restorative experts thinking about a patient the Information might be shared and immediately included. Due to decentralize nature of the medicinal services framework there were numerous issues emerge. There were exceptionally hard to get the record of patient when it visits various workplaces treatment like essential consideration, cardiology, dental work, and so forth. Deficient and Fragmented record of patient made issues in legitimate consideration of patients. So there is have to build up an electronic based savvy wellbeing record that can take care of the issues identified with record that were generally saved money on papers.

The research shows that there are several literature surveys are available about smart healthcare informatics system. For interoperability testing of healthcare applications in [8] [9] the researcher introduced a TTCN-3 standard which was based on test platform. For improving performance of healthcare informatics systems paper [10] proposed a new XML-aware compression technique. In [11] the author described a framework for interoperable healthcare informatics systems in order to manage complex medical data. For mobile or cloud enabled and conceptualizing data-driven smart healthcare systems a Smart Healthcare Systems Framework is defined in [12]. To homogeneous management and enables standardized exchange of ECG formats another healthcare informatics system is described in [13].

III. CLASSIFICATION OF SMART HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

As previously defined that smart health is provide a digital healthcare solution, which can controlled remotely. Mobile-health and telemedicine and collectively known as smart health. Smart health provides automatic continuous monitoring of health; alter suitable solution and emergency detection. For enhancing the
efficiency and quality of healthcare the connected health system enable self-care services and can operate with remote access. It is used in the area of telemedicine, where the user knows about its health and when it required provide the feedback. The system of smart healthcare provide a complete solution of operate autonomously; when it require feedback solutions from the clinicians it can directly connected to them. For people or hospitals based on cost, architecture and power the healthcare network can be developed [14].

The classification of smart healthcare system is shown in figure. The basic classification is based on medical devices, system management, technologies used, end users and services. The connecting technology play major role in

1. Expand the application for which healthcare system designed
2. Smart Health Care Classification [15].
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**Figure 1: Smart Health Care System Classification**

**IV. IT CONVERGENCE ON THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM**

The ideal healthcare system paradigm is shown in figure given below. For an ideal healthcare system network technology, data processing technology and sensor technology are required. Diagnostic software, electronic health record systems and digital imaging processing is including in data processing. By using the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) the researchers offered many benefits in improving the quality of care and field of medicine [16-18]. In health care system in various possible components many researcher try to expand the concept of IoT [19-21].
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**Figure 2: Ideal healthcare system Paradigm**

5.1 SMART HEALTHCARE SYSTEM INFORMATIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The main component of IoT based smart healthcare informatics system is sensor technology. The technology used for collecting the data. The 2nd component is known as an intelligent network. After collecting the data, to communicate with the system data goes to an intelligent network. The 3rd component is the cloud computing. Cloud computing use to store the data. When the system gets proper result of the data then the useful information is sent to healthcare professionals. In this way the information collected by 1st component as a part of circular system.

**V. INTERNET OF THINGS FOR SMART HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS SYSTEM**

By providing remote access the by providing remote access behave like bridge between patient and medical professionals. It helps the medical professionals to monitor continuously about health of patient and can provide remote consultation. IoT helps to make healthcare available to everyone and it provide efficient and accurate outcome by using actuators, processors, sensors, microcontrollers and cloud computing.

The IoT is considering as new field of research and there is lots of area which have to be developed. By using machine to machine communication a network device that use to interact with each other is known as Internet of Things. This device enables exchange and collection of data [23-25]. This technology use for collection of large amount of data and it allows the automation with wide range of industries.

**Internet of Things in Healthcare**

By using IoT anyone, anywhere connected to Healthcare ubiquitous services, including small or large healthcare facilities, buildings and personal space. On online consultancy or alert generation, ambulatory services, emergency situations and planned schedules, it covers the clinical management of patients. The IoT platform provides a large variety of data [26].
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**Figure 3: IOT in smart healthcare**
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It is necessary to know about the characteristics of each component to achieve the smart healthcare informatics system. The characteristics are:

- Reliability - to transform dynamic data into valuable information Big data analysis requests reliability
- Continuity - for intelligent network Interoperability support requests continuity to communicate with internet, among each other and user
- Integrity - to assure that the data that user send or receive cannot be compromised or altered it is required.
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5.2 ARCHITECTURE OF IOT HEALTHCARE INFORMATIC SYSTEM

It is necessary to know about the characteristics of each component to achieve the smart healthcare informatics system. The characteristics are:

- Reliability - to transform dynamic data into valuable information Big data analysis requests reliability
- Continuity - for intelligent network Interoperability support requests continuity to communicate with internet, among each other and user
- Integrity - to assure that the data that user send or receive cannot be compromised or altered it is required.
- Efficiency - for proper treatment and diagnosis Smart hospital requests efficiency
- Confidentiality - in smart healthcare informatics system this is very necessary because to save dynamic data in cloud computing require confidentiality in powerful storage for computing resource.
- Stability: for trustworthy data collection of sensor technology Continuous real-time monitoring requests stability

VI. SMART HEALTHCARE INFORMATIC RECORDS

In computerized design when patient information are put away electronically then this is known as smart healthcare informatics system. These smart records can access by a few other medicinal services frameworks. These records can be shared through other data systems and trades, undertaking wide data framework and system association. These records have wide information of therapeutic history, radiology pictures, individual measurements like weight, charging data and age, socioeconomics, prescription and sensitivities, vaccination status, lab test outcomes and so forth. For expanding the nature of consideration of patients the keen smart health informatics records are created. Through the consideration the executives programs the supplier use information from records of patients. For improving the adequacy and nature of human administrations the related wellbeing records engage self-care benefits and can work with remote access. The record of smart healthcare give a complete plan of work independently; when it require an info game plans from the clinicians it can clearly connected with them. For people or restorative facilities subject to cost, plan and power the therapeutic administrations framework can be made [27].

It is extremely important to give a safe patient record in social insurance division. In any case, foundations of wellbeing move toward improved access.

It is vital for social healthcare institutions to the security and reliability of patient information. it is at present an authentic essential. Regardless, in shrewd wellbeing records it is troublesome. The security of record of Patient is significant in light of the fact that by and large like HIV status because of clever thought could achieve social disgrace, renouncing of wellbeing points of interest and loss of business. Also on the off chance that it gives unapproved access to charging information, at that point it very well may be the reason for money related misfortunes for patients.

VII. CONCLUSION

The smart health informatics system give information about wellbeing, accumulation, investigations and age additionally give secure information to framework advancement and safe arrangement. smart health informatics system in depends upon quality, cost and effectiveness of social insurance framework. The shrewd wellbeing informatics framework has positive impacts on wellbeing yet a few disappointments and challenges are there, that need to worry in future research. For better arrangement of Healthcare the smart health informatics system consider as a significant segment. This framework accentuation on legitimate transmission, recovery, age and capacity of wellbeing information. A decent basic leadership is fundamental for making a pertinent, opportune wellbeing and precise keen wellbeing informatics system. The social insurance administrations benefits that are give the organizations to treatment, assurance, and expectation structure infections and compelled by the incredible supervisory team can be consider as smart health care.
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